TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY
SUBJ: 6/5
ADD: C/O S/CH, CASE 2, HQ, V3

SECRET 3001652
DIR: 1970 LOC: CITE MEXI 6720
REPEAT SMITH LIFETIME

1. JOHN RETTIE PLANS TO SPEND CHRISTMAS IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND THEN RETURN TO ENGLAND TO RUN FOR PARLIAMENT IN ELECTIONS NEXT YEAR. TRAVELLING WITH BRITISH WOMAN ANDA SUMERS, WHO HAS BEEN LIVING WITH RETTIE IN MEXICO FOR PAST FIVE YEARS. JANIE DQUEST, WIFE TIME CORRESPONDENT MEXI THINKS RETTIE WILL MARRY SUMERS. "WHO TERRIBLE FAILURE AS WIDOW BUT WOULD BE MUCH BETTER WIFE."

2. J. SUPPER ARRIVED MEXI 16 JULY 63 PERHAPS FROM NEW YORK. HOME ADDRESS: TELEPHONE 5-463, BARNET LONDON.

3. INFO PARA TWO PASSED SMITH, FEM. 2, AGR 63, NO DISSEX.
INFO PARA ONE:

4. SOURCE LIFETIME.